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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 200 pages. Dimensions: 9.9in. x 7.0in. x 0.5in.See the trailer for Lithomancy,
the Psychic Art of Reading Stones via - http: www. youtube. comwatchvoBI1MAiSTGg This book
explains in detail how to give psychic readings by interpreting the Pattern formed when a Reader or
the Subject of a reading drops Sixteen Stones into a Circle of leather or lace, which represents the
environment. Every Pattern is unique, and each reveals - in symbolic form - layer upon layer of
information that is read in a clock-like fashion, starting at or near the center of the Circle and
reading towards 12 oclock, then around the Circle with each hour on an imaginary clock
representing one week. Readers develop skill at Lithomancy by knowing the symbolism and
meaning behind each Stone and the different ways to see a Pattern, then combining that knowledge
with intuition to interpret what the Pattern represents. Every person is different, and every Reader
will invariably develop a personal style and read from a unique psychic perspective. In general,
Lithomancy readings offer insights into many different issues that have or will come up over...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential read through pdf. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Destin Leffler
The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a Schultz III
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